As a dramatic theoretician and a dramatist, Yeats has recently been given a good deal of attention. Bnt abont the place and meaning of tragedyand comedy-in the pattern of his aesthetic something remains to be said.' While Yeats nndonbtedly had a very good sense of humour, he recoiled from the comic spirit; thongh fearing it, he understood it very well. The threats in comedy were irony and parody, both of which he detected in Wilde and Beardsley, distorting and nndercutting the integrity of their art. "I was in despair," he writes in the Autobiography, "at the new breath of comedy that had begun to wither the beauty that I loved, just when that beauty seemed to have united itself to mystery." And, though he responded enthusiastically to Cervantes and Rabelais, Synge and Villon, and cultivated an expert's interest in naughty ballads, it was gusto ----another form of passion-which really attracted him, not the comic perceptions oflife. The ecstatic moment was, after all, the highest achievement of literary art, and ecstasy was possible only in tragedy. But between the quiet dignity of Greek tragedy and the salty flavour of one of Synge's "reckless" comedies lay the whole specttum of literaty modes. Great combiner that he was, Yeats built into his vision ot tragedy, and often into his poems, a tension (he once called it a "quarrel") between the desire to adapt comic gusto, vitality without strain, to the resonant ecstasy of tragedy, passionate and energetic with struggle. This, ultimately, became the dialectic balance between passion and reverie.
"Passion" for Yeats was a motif rather than a term; though he used the word in several different ways, it held a sacredness in his vocabulary second to none, In a letter to Joseph Hone, dated I932, Yeats wrote: "There was something not himself that Swift served, He called it 'freedom' but never defined it and thus has passion, Passion is to me the essential, I was educated upon Balzac and Shakespeare and cannot go beyond them, That passion is his [Swift's] charm," Passion then depends, at least in one instance, on an undefined commitment to something beyond the self, the gesture of dedication, like Hamlet's, to the time out of joint, But passion was morc than the civilized impulse to serve; it was also, at the opposite end, the power of primitive energy: "All folk literature has indeed a passion whose like is not in modern literature and music and art, except where it has come by some straight or crooked way out of ancient times,'" And both these meanings share with a third the quality of scope beyond an individualized emotion-"great passions, , , not in nature, , , 'ideas' that 'lie burningly on the divine hand,' as Browning calls them, 'the beauty that is beyond the grave,''' a quotation from Poe,3 Passion is the emblem of tragedy: "Tragedy is passion alone, , , ,"
But passion alone is not tragedy; again Swift is the example: "passion enobled [sic] by intensity, by endurance, by wisdom,'" Both endurance and wisdom suggest something of the readiness and ripeness, the achieved patience strengthened by knowledge, which rests amidst the passionate intensity that binds all tragic art, On most occasions Yeats used the word "reverie" (he often eqnated it with wisdom) to describe this counterpoise of philosophical contemplation with the action of the tragic hero, In the tension between the desire to fulfil action and the contemplation of the desire itself, Yeats located the centre of the tragic conflict, Contemplation was not, of course, mere thought; the greatest works "excel in their action, their visibility" , ," Odysseus, Don Quixote, Hamlet, Lear, Faust-each is the hero of some visible action, carried forward by men whose capacity for reverie (contemplation) is equal to their passion for action, It is primarily this "visibility" of action which distinguishes "ancient art" from that of the "circulating libraries," which "is urban [art and] belongs not to the small ancient town, , , but to the great modern town, where meditation is impossible, where action is a mechanical routine , ' , where 'individuality' or intellectual coherence is the sole distinction left,'" Nietzsche had blamed Socratic rationalism for achieving the same results: control (through rational means) and extreme individual-ization (carried into tragedy via Euripides), both of which denied the Dionysian surge, what Yeats was to call the "flood" of tragedy.
Influenced no doubt in part by Nietzsche's attack on Euripides' emphasis on character, Yeats himself developed a distinction-well known to his readers-between Character and Personality. John Butler Yeats wrote to the poet in 1910: "your splendid sentence 'character is the ash of personality' has my full assent."6 In essence, Personality was the core of a man, nnindividual to the point where it shared with the core of mankind; untypical, too, shorn of locality and public masks. The latter attributes contribute in the end to the making of Character-or the characteristic, the individual which can be classified and, because it is so identifiable, is limited.
Yeats rejected the premise that "the dramatic moment is always the contest of character with character." Such a character-dialectic was merely an extension of the Hegelian dialectic, in which not characters but moral forces are in perpetual opposition. By discarding the conflict of both character and moral forces, Yeats had to substitute not so much the conflict of passions as their strategic pattern. A tragic play became a virtual choreography of passions which move the action of the drama functionally to its crisis. In the greatest tragedies, character was always subordinated to "lyric feeling" and passion, which set it apart from comedy:
Suddenly it strikes us that character is continuously present in comedy alone, and that . .. Yeats finds ample support especially in Shakespeare, for even in the tragedies, "it is in the moments of comedy that character is defined, in Hamlet's gaiety .... " Conversely, it is precisely "amid the great moments . . . [that] all is lyricism, unmixed passion, 'the integrity of fire.' " Sillce Shakespeare, Yeats thinks, was always "a writer of tragi-comedy," there is everywhere a balance: character seldom becomes completely defmed to the exclusion of passion; the passions can never entirely sustain the play without touches of character.
Contrary to popular opinion, it is not, Yeats argues, the tragic Personality which gives us the sense of recognizing a man known to us in worldly terms; we do not, "when the tragic reverie is at its height ... say, 'How well that man is realised, I should know him were I to meet him in the street,' for it is always ourselves we see upon the stage .... "7 The self that we sec is a primary ego, not the secondary ego that distinguishes us in the world.
By I909 Yeats had made a clear distinction: "Tragedy .. . rejecting character . .. gets form from motives, from the wandering [reverie 1 of passion; while comedy is the clash of character." As it had for Coleridge, Romeo and Juliet provided an apt illustration: 'Juliet has personality, her
Nurse has character. r look upon personality as the individual form of our passions .... " 8 Yeats did not come to these definitions through purely theoretical speculation; the experience with the Abbey provided an example. He had begun his dramatic ventures with a rather vague notion of an heroic revival; he was against the play of manners, of drawingrooms, of the middle class; but he appeared to be for nearly everything clse, mostly because he failed to define his position in the early years of the movement. But as the Abbey pressed, rather relentlessly, towards a realistic-comic and social drama, he found his own view-through its very isolation-more sharply focussed. While he did not reject the new Abbey art, he now defined it and placed it, for the time being, outside the larger scope he was envisioning for himself "Certainly," he wrote in Plays and Contro versies, "it is ... objectivity, this making of all from sympathy, !rom observation, never from passion, from lonely dreaming, that has made [the Abbey 1 ... players ... great comedians, for comedy is passionless. "
II
Yeats did not limit his definitions of tragedy and comedy to the theatre; in time, everything passionless became an antithesis to the higher art and symptomatic ot modern man's chief disease: an over-indulgence in the characteristically individual. For example, at Coole one summer, wandering about the rooms and corridors of Lady Gregory's expansive house, he observes certain pictures:
... I pass a wall covered with AugusrusJohn's etchings and drawings. I no tice:l wo man with strongly marked shoulder-blades and a big nose, and a pencil drawing called "Epithalamium" ... lin which J an ungainly, il1-grown boy holds out his arms to a tall woman with thin shoulders and a large stomach .... There is not one {of John's subjectsJ .. . that has not been broken by labour or wasted by sedentary life.
Only half-facetiously Yeats recommends to the characters of these drawings the rigours of gymnastics; their bodies are deprived of strength and real energy. Augustus John, Yeats remarks, "is not interested in the social need ... for greater health, but in character, in the revolt from all that makes one man like another." Reading like a National Socialist "Strength Through Joy" poster, the beginning of this sentence is disconcertingly misleading; Yeats is more involved in drawing lines between the old and new art than in championing healthy bodies. Immensely attracted as he was to the half-anonymous art of Egypt and Byzantium, he took every opportunity to point out how the older art sacrifices individuality and difference for an effect of sameness that gained in intensity and marked symbolic evocativeness what it surrendered in eccentric detail. It had passion. As typified in John's drawings, modern art seems wholly committed to individual differences, to character, and through it ideal form becomes impossible. While the older art wound into some single image the expression of a whole culture, "gathering up by a kind of deification a capacity for all energy and all passion, into a Krishna, a Christ, a Dionysus," the "new art can create innumerable personalities, but in each of these the capacity for passion has been sacrificed to some habit of body or of mind."
Despite the threat 01 monotony Yeats was willing to chance an emphasis on passion to protect art against the even greater dangers which he saw in modern examples of it-an art unstamped by traditions or conventions, making out of its subjects individual "character studies." Fundamentally, the fIgures of modern art were unable to teel passion. The big-shouldered woman in John's drawing "has ... a nature too keen, too clever for any passion, with the cleverness of people who cannot rest ... ," as in "The Statues" Hamlet is "thin from eating flies." Restlessness precludes contemplation or reverie; the stillness necessary to passion is all wasted in nervous energy, outward rather than inward movement. Also, in the other drawing by John, "that young lad with his arms spread out will sink back into disillusionment and exhaustion after the brief pleasure of a passion which is in part curiosity." Like the temporary flames of the "tragic generation"-who, after all, invented the self-consuming passion without "endurance" or "wisdom"-these fIgures are flickers only:
Some limiting environment or idiosyncrasy is displayed; man is studied as an individual fact, and not as that energy which seems measureless and hates all that is not itself. It is a powerful but prosaic art, celebrating the "fall into division" not the "resurrection into unity." Did not even Balzac, who looked at the world so often with similar eyes, find it necessary to deny character to his great ladies and young lovers that he might give them passion?
What is particularly evident in the older paintings (and almost wholly absent in the new, which Yeats dates approximately with Van Eyck) is "the expression of desire." In his room at Coole Yeats used to observe the old masters: Botticelli, Giorgione, Mantegna. Even "the martyrs and saints" in these paintings " ... must show the capacity for all they have renounced." 9 Chiefly because in comedy one assumed "a personal mask," a character, it was 'Joyous," a term which Yeats used rather inconsistently. The shifting of masks, the simulation of comic action, produced an energy both free and joyous. Tragedy, on the other hand, derived from the soul: "It has not joy ... but ecstasy, which is from the contemplation of things vaster than the individual ... . " In this context, the relationship between Yeats's conception of tragedy, which he began to formulate about 1909-19IO, and his previous aesthetic principles becomes clearer: Tragedy suits Yeats's notions of austere beauty and disciplined multitude; but the barriers of social convention which delineate so neatly the world of comedy are swept away in the tragic flood: "tragedy must always be a drowning and breaking of the dykes that separate man from man .... "
Yeats did not forsake comedy; on the contrary, at various times he saw within himself a very real "quarrel" between the comedian and the tragedian (though what he feared most was not simply comedy but "bitter" satire, or the ironic surrender to parody, the peculiar temptation of the modern artist). When we are young, Yeats claims, we do not much care for comedy: it is either too flippant or too ordinary for the very serious imagination, passionate and suffused with innocence. As a young man, Yeats intensely disliked some of the "comedy" in certain of the French Impressionist painters, and for years, he recounts, he was wholly indifferent to Manet's "Olympia" (though, of course, for reasons different from those that provoked the Paris art critics to revile the same painting). In the very commonness of the scene-the reclining nude, the Negro maid who bears flowers wrapped in newspaper-he sensed something repellent or unworthy. Yeats quotes, and agrees with, Congreve's defmition of comedy and humour: a representation of the "external and superficial," "'a singular and unavoidable way of doing anything peculiar to one man only . . . distinguished from all other men ... .' " When, however, in middle life Yeats has occasion to react to Manet again-this time to the eqnally famous "Eva Gomales"-he is impressed with the very sense of particularity that he had slighted in the "Olympia." This portrait of a woman looking momentarily away from the vase of flowers she herself is painting, in the relaxed posture of amusement, strikes Yeats as extraordinary in its supremely conceived sense of character. " 'How perfectly,' " he is now able to say to himself, "'that woman is realised as distinct from all other women that have lived or shall live' .... " 11 At the close of his central essay, "The Tragic Theatre" (I9IO), Yeats divided "poetic" from "real" art in terms that often resemble the neoPlatonic shadings of late neo-classical aesthetics, particularly the middle ground developed in the Discourses and elsewhere by Sir Joshua Reynolds. In 19IO such doctrines were out of fashion, and this accounts for some of their novelty. Undoubtedly Yeats had read, and approved, Blake's vicious attacks on Reynolds, and Yeats's remarks reveal no conscious affinities with Reynolds'; but they are close enough to the central doctrine of neoclassical aesthetics, the balancing of particular and general, to warrant comparison, if only for the sake of a paradoxical kinship that yet serves to widen the context of Yeats's remarks. What Reynolds called the" grand style" depended on the artist continually "distinguishing between accidental blemishes ... varying the surface of Nature's works," and striving consciously for the "invariable general form which Nature ... produces .... " But this represented only one side-the ideal; "nothing," Reynolds insisted, " ... requires more ... judgment ... than the steering between general ideas and individuality .. .. An individual model, copied with scrupulous exactness, makes a mean style ... and ... proceeding solely from idea, has a tendency to make the painter degenerate into a mannerist."I' In conception Yeats is not far removed from this demarcation of an equilibrium; because of its manifest abstractness, he had condemned realistic drama as manneristic art, lacking as it did wisdom, reverie, and passion, all qualities of the Y eatsian "high art." For Reynolds the general consisted in what all particulars have in common, though somewhere the individual always needs to be asserted: "a judicious detail will sometimes give the force of truth to the work ... ," while Yeats remarked that "some little irrelevance of line, some promise of character to come, may indeed put us at our ease": no art, however ideal, can completely ignore the real. What was sublime for Reynolds There is an absolute necessity for the Painter to generalise his notions; to paint particulars is not to paint nature, it is only to paint circumstances. When the Artist has conceived in his imagination the image of perfect beauty, or the abstract idea of forms, he may be said to be admitted to the great Council of Nature ... . 14 Viewed broadly, the theory of tragedy appears to be an extension of Yeats's earlier concern with the illusion of multitude and the intense isolation of emotions. Full of "sadness and gravity," the faces of the old masters had "a certain emptiness ... as of a mind that waited the supreme crisis .... " Extreme intensity embodied in fatalistic strength, in the full recognition of the tragic inevitability of life, was made impossible in the new art where energy was always carried to completion, not held back. While modern art (Yeats used the appellation loosely) "sings, laughs, chatters or looks its busy thoughts," tragic art" moves us by setting us to reverie, by alluring us almost to the intensity of trance," like the single focussed image. Eventually, "The persons upon the stage . . . greaten till they are humanity itself" With its echoes of things beyond (not removed from) the individual, tragic art is "an art of the flood," bringing always " new images to the dreams of youth"; it is the art of Shakespeare "when he shows us Hamlet broken away from life by the passionate hesitations of his reverie." Such also is the nature of poetic art. Real art belongs-and rightly so-to character which, being of the real world, can best express itself through an illusion of it."
Tragic and comic parallel the movement of the soul, which is "always moving outward into the objective world [comedy] or inward into itself [tragedy] . ... "16 All his life, it would seem, this double movement resembled in Yeats's creative efforts some quarrel between two worlds. He did not really attempt tragedy until 0" Baile's Stra"d, begun in 1901 but often revised and not acted at the Abbey until '904. Still working without any real theory, Yeats fonnd the writing of this playa problematic and difficult task. Curionsly enough, he worked on his Cuchulain tragedy at a time when The Shadowy Waters was still being revised, and he did not fail to comment on the difference between the two plays. In 1904 he wrote to Frank Fay that he considered The Shadowy Waters to be "an exception"; he now felt prepared to go beyond the "remote" and "impersonal" mystique which had governed that play. When all was said and done he could see it now merely as "picture." as "more a ritual than a human story .... deliberately without human characters." On Bai/e's Strand was intended to be "the other side of the halfpenny." In very detailed terms, he explained to Fay how he was setting about to make the play tragic. In itself the theme was fairly stock bardic material: a father duels with his son and slays him, recognition coming too late to prevent the tragedy. Put into dramatic terms this incident from the Celtic hero's life needed movement and motive: "epic and folk literature can ignore time as drama cannot .... " The son declines any affection for his father; he does not know him. Such rejection could be made tragic, Yeats felt, only "by suggesting in Cnchullain's character ... something a little proud, barren and restless . . . . He is a little hard, and leaves the people about him a little repelled .... "
Lacking this motive for the son, "the play ... [would not have 1 had any deep tragedy." There is no lack of passion in the hero; in fact, it is foiled by the "reason" of the old king Conchubar, a reason "that is blind because it ... is cold .... " Whatever tragic joy there is in the play comes not merely from the struggle for supremacy between the passionate Cuchulain and the temperate old king but also from their contrasting effects on the whole play: "Are they not the cold moon and the hot sun?" Creating motives to accentuate certain qualities of Cuchulain's character was a concession to individualizing him, to making him, in some unique way, a "character," without slipping into actual comedy, or even tragi-comedy. On Baile's Strand remains a grim play.
The confusion between tragic and comic is most apparent in The Player Queen. Early in 1909, when Yeats was deep in his thoughts on tragedy, he wrote his father: "I find that my talent as a stage manager is in the invention of comic business, in fact I am coming to the conclusion that I am really essentially a writer of comedy, but very personal comedy." Even when comedy is considered in its broadest sense, the statement remains curious; Yeats had written nothing independently (a few short comic plays were helped along by Lady Gregory) that could remotely be called comic. Clearly, The Player Queen, which some months later he described as "my most stirring thing," was creating confusion. It is certain that the play had been planned and begun as a tragedy. After some periodic revisions during several summer holidays at Coole, he relates how suddenly he realized that every man attempts to be his own opposite, and so he "banished the ghost and turned what ... [he 1 had meant for tragedy into a farce . . .. "17 Obviously, to turn tragedy into farce was to dip too sharply; in a letter of 1914 he reverted to calling the playa "wild comedy, almost a farce, with a tragic background-a study of a fantastic woman." Assuredly the play is not tragic, and its "tragic background" is never more than that: a vague sense of disaster enveloping the real queen who is helplessly supplanted by the player queen herself In the true sense of "character," the play is not comedy either, for the character which allows the pretender to become real queen ultimately becomes higher than itself by virtue of its success alone. Moreover the mask-symbolism tends to play down the characteristic and typical. No one, however, can quarrel with the description of the playas "fantastic"; bordering often on a mere episodic arrangement, The Player Queen almost fits Yeats's definition of farce-"comedy with character left out." It is lacking in any deep "reverie" on life, contemplative wisdom, single passions intensely highlighted for wider effects. And, despite the Prime Minister's homely language, there are few sharply drawn outlines of a real, objective world. The play remains a rather unmixed compound, neither tragedy nor comedy (and not quite tragicomedy either) but an unresolved quarrel between the two: the real queen is the unreal persona (Personality), while the imposter is a Character from the real world who must transcend it in order to succeed. Yeats explained his theme in a sentence: "[it 1 is that the world being illusion, one must be deluded in some way if one is to triumph in it."
If The Player Qlleetl is a montage of genres and intentions, its wildness and recklessness, its spirit of bitter-sweet farce, was unquestionably influenced by Synge. "The Tragic Theatre" (1910) opens with a reference to Synge's Deirdre of the SorrolVs, moments of which Yeats considers the "noblest tragedy"-a play purified of the usual Syngean wildness until perfection of tragic form is inescapable. Deirdre's cry, " 'Is it not a hard thing that we should miss the safety of the grave and we trampling its edge?' " provides for Yeats a supreme instance of that "reverie of passion" -the phrase is explicitly paradoxical-which he himself had long sought to achieve. Passionate reverie "mounts and mounts till grief itself has carried [Deirdre] beyond grief into pure contemplation," into Schopenhauer's will-less state of suspended desire. At this juncture there is tragic j oy (or ecstasy and gaiety as he will later say), for the hero, liberated beyond grief, is elevated out of the circumstantial into the immutable, out of the real into the ideal. As he listened to the play, Yeats felt that the players themselves "ascended into that tragic ecstasy which is the best that art-perhaps that life-can give. " 18 Especially in Synge's language did Yeats find the capacity for reverie, the wandering thought which, never random, always led to specific goals, though it was a language no longer actuated by conscious (and limiting) will: "it perfectly fits the drifting emotion, the dreaminess, the vague yet measureless desire .. . . It blurs defmition, clear edges [of the objective world], everything that comes from the will . ... " Even 'joy" was essentially a Syngean quality, an "astringent joy and hardness that was in all he did .... " Without fear of claiming too much, it may be asserted with some confidence that the terms Yeats applied to Synge's art at every turn fitted his own aesthetic (if not always his art). Synge had a way of writing "simply, so naturally"; it was an "impersonal" art, with little "hatred and . .. scorn"; he possessed an "ecstatic contemplation of noble life"; and he wrought out of his self and anti-self an art replete with "passion and heroic beauty," "energy," "extravagance," "wisdom," "irony," and "tragic reality." Like the bird-symbol Yeats used in Calvary, Synge was the solitary. objective, "pure artist," a man "whose subjective lives ... were over. ... " Above the trivial and temporary, as Yeats rather too self-critically felt himself not to be, Synge's dignity as an artist was embodied in a silence that was not brooding, contemptuous, or cunning: "He loves all that has edge .. . all that heightens the emotions by contest, all that stings into life the sense of tragedy," and, he might have added, all that stings into tragedy the sense oflife.
Because he was full of "passion," he was the perfect tragedian of poetic reverie, alternatively defined as "the speech of the soul with itself'; and he belonged to the oldest and the best of traditions, finding space for his reverie through technique, through "some device that checks the rapidity of dialogue." Greek and Prench drama had maintained a fairly " even speed of dialogue" by excluding all "common life"; Shakespeare, however, already has a "troubled" verse. Opening his plays to the life of common reality, Shakespeare managed to get his reverie "by an often encunlhering Euphuism"; or he would nlake his plot casnal and loose enough to "give his characters the leisure to look at life fronl without." Even Maeterlinck, in spite of his "static" plots. attained sonle effects of wandering thought by juxtaposing the conteluplative with the external needs towards Dlovement of some kind, and then by checking action with "a language slow and heavy with dreanls .... " Synge himself found the check .. . in an elaboration of the dialects of Kerry and Aran. The cadence is long and meditative, as befits the thought of men ... alone ... each man speaking in turn and for some little time .... Their thought ... is as though the present were held at arm's length. It is the reverse of rhetoric ... . so little abstract . ... Reverie, then, was not daydreaming, not a flight of fancy fron1 unbearable realities, but a confrontation of the higher-and perhaps nlOluentarily even more unbearable-realities, the tragic truths of life. Functioning somewhat like the chorus, reverie brought ultilnate wisdom, rooted in the experience of this world and the prophetic insight into the next. Using Irish dialect "for [a] noble purpose," Synge retained both "ilnaginative richness and ... the sting and tang of reality." One finds in Synge, as one finds in the earliest poetry, "some beautiful or bitter reverie ... . mingle [d] ... so subtly with reality, that it is a day's work to disentangle it. ... "19 That Yeats was attracted to Richard II comes as no surprise; here was a man of reverie and drealn, though no sinlple dreamer; a In an who could utter the profoundest wisdon1 about life and yet lacked the practical wisdom to be ,an efficient king. Extravagant and impulsive Richard is full of masks and full of passion. As Yeats asked Dorothy Wellesley, in a letter, "Did Shakespeare in Richard TI discover poetic reverie?" In Richard, Yeats saw the "defeat that awaits all ... Artist or Saint, who fmd themselves where men ask of them a rough energy and have nothing to give but SOlue contemplative virtue .... " Although in danger of turning sentimental, this was the line the Yeatsian tragic hero followed; what ennobled hinl finally was his passion, his ability to roam imaginatively, thereby turning wise in the very act of surrender to the practical world. All of Shakespeare was for Yeats an elaborate parable, a single "Myth," which "describes a wise man who was blind from very wisdom, and an empty lnan who thrust him from his place, and sawall that couId be seen fron1 very emptiness." Although Hamlet, for instance, was unwilling to sacrifice his disturbed visions of the "great issues" for the "trivial game of life," Fortinbras, the practical nlan, has a different strength, as has the practical Bolingbroke who supplants Richard. 20 
III
Yeats has sometimes been misunderstood in his use of the word 'Joy" to describe the tragic emotion,21 partly because he was himself inconsistent. Although he realized its ordinary connotations and on occasion recruited such terms as "gaiery" and "ecstasy," the implications of , JOY" suggested something frigid and Celtic, an undue delight, with Wagnerian echoes, in heroic death. In one sense joy was what the hero experienced when he had partially renounced the realiry preying on his soul; it is an emotion of relief: "The readiness is all." Certainly there is nothing irresponsible in the word joy, nor in ecstasy; as early as the writing of The Shadowy Waters that latter word was joined to a balancing one: "I am trying to get into this play," Yeats wrote Clement Shorter, "a kind of grave ecstasy." Even joy, however misleading, was not meant to convey some purely Dionysian frenzy, but strength, a defence against the more melancholy conceptions of tragedy that centred only on the pitiable with no one left to pity. Had Yeats been musical-which he was not-he might well have thought Schiller's ode to "Freude" (atleast as Beethoven used it to climax his work) an appropriate parallel to his own special use of the word. "Let us have no emotions," he cautioned A.E., "however abstract, in which there is not an athletic joy." Upbraiding himself for his own sentimentaliry, his early "decadence" and "subjectiveness," he now demanded the "pure energy of the spirit ... [and] will" in order to clear the "vapours which kill the spirit and the will, ecstasy and joy .... " Gaiery, likewise, is a strong emotion which, even unconsciously, "leaps up before danger. . .. " When the messenger brings Hamlet Laertes' challenge, Hamlet's mood confirms this special gaiery. In two letters to Dorothy Wellesley, 1936 For the most part Yeats's objections to much of modern literature were based on the isolation of a single weakness: its effeminate and ephemeral nature. 22 Heroes are not victims; they must be impassioned not imprisoned, as he conceived the characters of Ibsen's Ghosts to be. All that traps men in circumstances deprives them of final triumph. Defeat is an ambiguous concept; the first tragedians had known how to salvage a victory from a visible downfall. Cynicism and Stoicism are not what Yeats had in mind; "only when we are gay over a thing, and can play with it, do we show ourselves its master, and have minds clear enough for strength ... strength shall laugh and wisdom mourn." Always when he thinks of tragedy Yeats recalls Shakespeare, whose heroes display-without contemptuous defiance-the victory in the teeth of accomplished failure:
"when the last darkness has gathered about them, [they 1 speak out of an ecstasy that is one half the self-surrender of sorrow, and one half the last playing and mockery of the victorious sword, before the defeated world."" The mention of "mockery" ought not to mislead; the tragic context always includes passion and wisdom, and mockery in this sense is not mere bitterness. In the sharply satirical lines of Beardsley's art Yeats detected a different "spirit of mockery" out of which Beardsley created "a form of beauty where his powerful logical intellect eliminated every outline that suggested a meditation or even satisfied passion."" And he was dismayed by this mockery, for it remained below to struggle against the circumstances which truly tragic mockery abandoned in the knowledge (wisdom) of assent to the futility of conflict on that level of existence.
When Yeats decides to use "ecstasy" in place of 'Joy" for one of his lectures in 1914, he explains his use of the term: "Ecstasy includes emotions like those of Synge's Deirdre after her lover's death which are the worst of sorrows to the ego .... "25 Operating as the primum mobile of art, stylesharing in both poles of the emotional spectrum-becomes the means of identifying what a work of art achieves. Style is in the arrangement of events as in the words, and in that touch of extravagance, of irony. of surprise, which is set there after the desire oflogic has been satisfied and all that is merely necessary established, and that leaves one, not in the circling necessity, but caught up into the freedom of self-delight . ... Ifit be very conscious, very deliberate, as it may be in comedy . .. [which is] more personal than tragedy, we call it fantasy .. . . Entirely realistic tragedy must always fall short of these particular elements, since any movement beyond the personal immediately makes it somehow symbolic and impersonal. Although he felt strongly the limitations of dramatic realism, Yeats saw the novel as a distinctly different form. In the Comedie humaille-all forty volumes of which he claimed to have read without ever finishing Ulysses-there is, for all of Balzac's studied detail, passion and abundance. Even the novel of "contemporaty educated life is . .. a permanent form because having the power of psychological description it can follow the thought of a man who is looking into the grate."" Capable of reverie it might achieve ecstasy.
But the substitution of ecstasy for joy was not to remain consistent, ecstasy giving way later to "gaiety," which again touched close to joy. The distinction which Yeats was labouring to achieve was between a feeling of a high, almost mystical, attainment of suspended passion and a feeling of release. Both emotions were present at the end of the tragic struggle and both shaped the reassertion of enduring strength against the "sorrows" which the ego suffered in defeat. While joy seemed at times too contradictory as a tragic emotion, too "much of the will which labours"-and contemplation is beyond labour-ecstasy seemed perhaps too static to account for the whole of the tragic consummation; it suggested little of that fundamental power of assertion in the hero's final hour. Ecstasy, it seemed, preceded release. Although a clear choice among the three terms was never resolved, gaiety became a favoured term; it implied something more impersonal and austere than the felicity or "pleasurable element" sometimes associated with joy. of course, neither joy nor gaiety denied ecstasy: the hero's ego, on the recoil from the world which wounded it, attained an ecstasy of "pure contemplation" of the "irremediable things" which the tragic contest had bared; from that contemplative fixity gaiety would then release it. Deliverance therefore came not merely from the wisdom of contemplative reverie but from the gaiety of dissociation and the finding of true individual consciousness, a "timeless individuality" beyond the ego. 27 
IV
Tragedy always involves at least two sets of characters: the tragic heroes, who must leave the world, and those who remain behind. Yeats added a third: those who, having left the world, are sufficiently dissociated to bear witness over the "tragic scene," enactment of the struggle being already of the past. Chaucer's Troilus is such a figure. All three kinds of characters are "gay." In Yeats's late poem, "Lapis Lazuli," the word gay appears four times, in the first, second, third, and fifrh sections. Although the shades of meaning differ, they follow upon one another in a sequence, except for the first reference, which exposes the misuse of the word, the mistaken connotation the "hysterical women" give it, that gaiety is an irresponsible expression of frivolity. The next three references to "gay" parallel very closely the "three aspects" of "Matter" which Yeats described in detail in his "Introduction to 'The Holy Mountain' ": Tama s, R aj as, and Satva.
All men have aimed at, found and lost; Black out; Heaven blazing into the head: Tragedy wrought to its uttermost.
Tamas is "'darkness, frustration' ''; the tragic heroes, Hamlet and Lear, are "gay" in the face of the darkness; it is the gaiety "transfiguring" the "dread" of the struggle. Those who remain to rebuild "old civilisations put to the sword" are also gay, but this is the gaiety of engagement with time and history, the gaiety of the group. The tragic hero, singled out to "perform [his] tragic play," makes the moment in history, but his survivors make history over again, reshape the contours, until some single chosen man again takes to the tragic wars. It is the rhythm of history. So the second stage is "' .. . Rajas, activity, passion .... '" All things fall and are built again.
And those that build chern again arc gay.
In the fmal sense, gaiety belongs to the wise, who are no longer of this world, the transfigured souls of the tragic heroes, symbolized in "Lapis Lazuli" by the three Chinamen. This stage is " ' . . . Satva, brightness, wisdom.' " 28 Everything in the final section of "Lapis Lazuli" contributes to the " brightness" of such wisdom: the "water-course or ... avalanche," the "slope where it still snows," "mountain and the sky," and finally, of course, the "glittering" eyes of the Chinamen, which brighten "mid [the] many wrinkles" of the darkness, a testament of the victory over suffering. It is also proper that the Chinamen "stare," for the " brightness and wisdom" are radiant, still, and contemplative, like the faces of the old Madonnas which Yeats so much admired.
The tragic struggle is every man's, but every man has his own struggle: "It" clearly must refer to the "Tragedy wrought to its uttermost." In Indian philosophy, there is an insistence that "everybody's road is different, everybody awaits his moment." And the uniqueness of each man's struggle and death is an argument against the hysterical women, whose hysteria is part of a social conscience that weeps quantitatively for the millions who suffer from war, famine, or disaster of some kind. "Our moral indignation, our uniform law, perhaps even our public spirit, may come from the Christian conviction that the soul has but one life to fmd or lose salvation in .. . . "" In this most assertive poem, Yeats sets the individual tragic impulse against the "public spirit" of the body politic. Herein lies the quintessence of his tragic theory: the hero is never hysterical nor self-righteous: these are the qualities of the "public spirit." Sometimes the Greeks would use their chorus for voicing that spirit; it balanced the tragic hero: "When Oedipus speaks out of the most vehement passions, he is conscious of the presence of the Chorus, men before whom he must keep up appearances .. . [men 1 who do not share his passion."" Hysteria is passion socialized; the tragic hero never submits to it.
In any fmal synthesis of Yeats's thought tragedy must also rank high as a way of life, a philosophically constructed mode of existence for the artist and the man. It is "through passion" that the artist becomes aware of his inner conflicts, his "buried selves" or masks. At first unknown to him these other selves seem alien and intrusive, but the ensuing conflict makes art. In "supreme masters of tragedy, the whole contest is brought into the circle of their beauty." Whatever Dante suffered in life he did not evade it in his art, however transmuted the experience became; it is all "mirrored in all the suffering of desire." Both halves of the man are so closely combined "that they seem to labour for their objects, and yet to desire whatever happens .... " Such art is not merely a "work of art" but the "re-creation of the man through that art .... "31 In the search for his mask Dante enhanced and heightened the drama of his life and his art, where the quarrels of life might find resolution. Of course, though born out of conflict, art is no mere reflection of the life lived nor simply its opposite. The mask celebrates the subtle inner life on a level of articulation impossible outside of art. Dante, banished for lechery, beatified Beatrice; Shakespeare, living an apparently colourless life, created the most stirring passions; "busy" and "happy" William Morris wrote of "dim colour and pensive emotion"; and Savage Landor "topped us all in calm nobility." It is in "disappointment" that the poet finds his mask; the hero finds it in "defeat": "The saint alone is not deceived .... " By 1917, when he wrote this, Yeats may have read Schopenhauer, who had permitted the poet just enough struggle and deception to make art possible. For the artist, escape from the will was partial; only the saint gained permanent release. A hero, Yeats argued, "loves the world till it breaks him .... " Only by complete renunciation of" ... experience itself" does the saint accept "his mask as he finds it," a disavowal of life impossible for the poet to make.
From some early reading Yeats recalled a fragment of a sentence: " 'a hollow image of fulfilled desire,' " and decided that all "happy art" was "that hollow image .... " When, however, the "lineaments" of this art "express also the poverty or the exasperation that set its maker to the work, we call it tragic art." A similar point had already been made in "Ego Dominus Tuus"-the line that separates tragic from comic (or "happy") art is thin after all-when Hie insists on Keats's "deliberate happiness," only to be answered by Ille (Yeats) : "His art is happy, but who knows his mind?"
If self-conflict produces tragic art, the intensity of this conflict is in direct proportion to tlie strength of the combatants: "The more insatiable in all desire, the more resolute to refuse deception or an easy victory ... the more violent and definite the antipathy." "Passion," not "originality," is the artist's business, for originality consciously searched for is an aim outside the artist's inner life: it will produce neither happy nor tragic art, for it will yield no sustaining power. Since man can only satisfy a limited number of passions in his everyday life on earth, we must make a "bargain," a "compromise," and when this precarious balance is upset we become subject to madness, delusions, the hysterica passio that must always be subjugated to ennoble passion: so when a starved or banished passion shows in a dream we . .. break the logic that had given it the capacity of action and throw it into chaos again. But the passions, when we know that they cannot find fulfilment, become vision; and a vision . .. prolongs its power by rhythm and pattern.. 32 In this fashion life becomes art, passion is turned into tragedy, reverie into wisdom.
Ultimately the hero emerges triumphant out of the chaos of his bellum intestinurn toward "his finaljoy." Reconcilement then becomes possible in the "bridal chamber of joy," where all art marries, tragic and comic. In spite of its radically different direction, the comic spirit of the Abbey did not, at last, seem so distant from Yeats's tragic visions. All the "extrava-gance, the joyous irony, the far-flying phantasy, the aristocratic gaiery, the resounding and rushing words of the comedy of the countryside, of the folk," had their kinship to the "elevation of poetry," were but the other half of the final uniry. Yeats envisioned himself as the writer of the tragic tales which the characters of the comedies told "over the fire"; never, he confesses, could he view his own plays, which were sometimes performed together with a play by some leading Abbey playwright, without being struck by the righrness of the juxtaposition. Always he feels "that [his 1 tragedy heightens their comedy and tragi-comedy, and grows itself more moving and intelligible from being mixed into the circumstance of the world by the circumstantial art of comedy." Doubting, indeed, that he would ever have written in "so heady a mood" without the reassurance of balance, he delights to know that his tragic vision will be enriched by "a bushel oflaughter [thrown 1 into the common basket. "33 It was an ingenious attempt to make his links with an art he admired but could not write, and it was also one way of resolving the "quarrel" between tragedian and comedian. But there was another way, for the tragic theory itsel£ at its apotheosis, suggested the laughter and the joy, the reassertion oflife and will in the very act of surrendering them.
It is with this joy, or gaiery, that tragedy again touches comic gusto. And it is able to do so because it has never wholly surrendered realiry, has maintained its touch of Character to save Personaliry from abstraction and annihilation, and to prepare for this ultimate transcendence to the comicin Yeats's special sense. While passion provides the intense centre, reverie serves to carry the echoes ofintensiry outward beyond the action of struggle toward the joyfUl capitulation to a world that breaks the hero. But only an art consecrated to the highest tragic flood can overreach itself into joy; that is what troubled Yeats in his walks at Coole when he saw Augustus John's portraits of character-bound people enslaved to environment, incapable of desire, and therefore incapable of passion. The hero's joy in the face of disaster can come only after the assertion of action (of which John's moribund subjects are again incapable); and the comedy that ensues is divine comedy; "The victim's joy among the holy flame, / God's laughter at the shattering of the world" (The King's Threshold). To find ultimate gaiery and joy the hero must assume his mask; like the poet he finds it in the "disappointment" and "defeat" which break him, though the passion that has become gusto enables him to prevail.
In shaping his aesthetic, Yeats was concerned primarily-as I have shown elsewhere;34-w ith establishing an equipoise between i110tion and emotion, between life-asserting action and the discipline of contemplative quietude. At.the end of his life he wrote to Ethel Mannin, "All men with subjective natures move towards a possible ecstasy, all men with objective natures towards a possible . wisdonl": only in tragedy· could the hero achieve passion and wisdom both, for tragedy is the enactment of equilibrium. Throughout his prose Yeats· used sets of terms to indicate such a quest for balance: "emotion of multitude" and "still intensity," "turbulent energy" and "marmorean stillness," "market ~arts" and "sky," "gesture" and "picture"-and, for -tragedy, "passion" -and "reverie."35 But Yeats's insistence that tragedy have ·passion -as well as reverie was motivated metaphysically as well as aesthetically. It is true that in a letter to Dorothy Wellesley he denied that the East could "raise the heroic cry" because it had "its solutions always"; but the West is therefore not without solutions. 3G The final "heroic cry in the midst of despair" is neither mere despair nor mere defiance: action converted through contemplation beyond itself delivers the hero to freedom anda gaiety that even the Chinamen in "Lapis .Lazu~," though Eastern, can attain. Yet the struggle that chiefly concerned Yeats was Western: tragedy belongs to -Europe and to Europe Yeats always returned. Through its correlative interplay of action and contenlplation, tragedy achieved that Unity of Being for him-:-as did the gyres that converged with their -opposing cycles of history and personality-in which passion softened into wisdom and reverie hardened into intensity.:n T. R _ HeM, The Harr1esl oj Tragedy (London, 1956) 
